Preparing for University

Do you know your University Jargon?
Before you watch our video, have a go at our quick quiz to find out what you know already. After the video, check your answers.

1. A lecture is delivered to...
   - A large group of people, in a room with 'banked' seating
   - An individual or small group in a meeting room
   - A group of 30 students to discuss & consolidate ideas
   - Small group to learn theory & enhance practical skills

2. LRC stands for...
   - Library Referencing Club
   - Learning Resource Counsel
   - Learning Resources Centre
   - Library Reading Committee

3. Plagiarism is...
   - Presenting another person’s ideas/research as your own
   - Pretending to be ill before an exam
   - Stealing a housemate’s food
   - Kidnapping the University mascot during Varsity

4. GPA stands for...
   - Grade Predicted Allocation
   - Grade Point Average
   - Grade Progression Average
   - Grade Point Allocation

5. SU stands for...
   - Students United
   - Singles Unite
   - Students’ University
   - Students’ Union

6. Halls of Residence means...
   - Halls you reside in when taking exams
   - Accommodation provided by the University
   - A hall you sleep in if you’re too drunk to go home
   - On campus accommodation for the teaching staff

7. An RA is a...
   - Representative Advocate
   - Recreation Advisor
   - Resident Assistant
   - Rugby Association

8. Which of these would you NOT do as a Student Ambassador?
   - Help out at Open Days
   - Answer phones during Clearing
   - Refuse to speak to prospective students & their families
   - Run Campus Tours

9. What does ‘Alumni’ mean?
   - Student Representatives
   - Older Students
   - Students who have a passion for aluminum
   - A community of University graduates

10. A Maintenance Loan is...
    - Money to spend as quickly as I can, on whatever I want
    - Money to help me with living costs at University
    - Money to spend on educational items only e.g. books
    - Money to spend down the pub
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